
QUARTERLY ISSUES/PROGRAMS LIST

There follows a listing of significant issues responded to by station WHOW, Clinton, IL,
along with the most significant programming treatment of those issues for the period of 
January 1 to March 31.  The listing is by no means exhaustive.  The order in which these
stories appear does not reflect any priority or significance.

Description of
program segment

Program or
segment date

Time aired Duration Description of issue

Local Government Jan. 5, 2021 8:10am 4:00 City Council Approves Bids for 
Mowing Contracts of Parks, 
Cemeteries

Local Government Feb. 2, 2021 7:13 am 1:30 This is Last Week for Brush Pickup 
From January Ice Storm

Local Government Feb. 16, 2021 12:10 pm 1:55 City Snow Crews Ask for Patience 
As They Dig Out the Snow

Local Government March 2, 2021 7:13 Am 2:00 Brush Pick-Up Program Resumes 
March 15

Local Government March 16, 2021 12:13 pm 2:30 City Council Hears of Plans to 
Address ADA Compliance Issues on 
Webster Street Ramp



>>Clinton City Administrator Questions Logistics of Property Tax Freeze Proposal

What would a property tax freeze look like if it was to pass in Springfield?

That is one of the many questions being asked by Clinton City Administrator Tim 
Followell who questions if lawmakers in Springfield understand the logistics of their 
idea. He notes, depending on how they want to tackle the issue will determine how 
much of an impact it has.

Cut: uncletimpropertytax1        :35        CUE: the levy rate

Throw in the wrench that each community levees differently and Followell says it will 
be interesting to find out what their plans are for how they want to go about freezing 
rates. He believes the ultimate goal is to impact pensions.

Cut: uncletimpropertytax2        :58        CUE: going to help that

However the State decides to proceed with the legislation will most likely going to 
impact all layers of government. While details on this idea are scarce right now, 
Followell believes there is more happening behind closed.

Cut: uncletimepropertytax3        :26        CUE: can't answer that

Followell believes you don't have to look any further than the issues the rushed 
legislation to legalize recreational marijuana as an example of legislation being messed 
up by being rushed. 



>>This is Last Week for Brush Pickup From January Ice Storm

If you've got fallen brush from the January ice storm in Clinton, this is the final week to 
get that to the curb for city crews to pick up.

Monday night at the Clinton City Council meeting, Commissioner Ken Buchanan says 
his guys need to move on to other things.

Cut: lastbrushcall :26 CUE: tuesdays and thursdays

The only other item of significance from the Monday meeting was the approval of a 
supplemental site location application for site approval of the Stericycle medical waste 
incinerator.



>>CITY GOVERNMENT: City Snow Crews Ask for Patience As They Dig Out the 
Snow

As central Illinois digs out of a snowstorm that left anywhere from 5 to 8 inches of new 
snow yesterday and last night, Clinton City officials are asking residents to be patient as 
crews dig our streets out.

Monday night at the Clinton City Council meeting, Commissioner of Streets and Public 
Improvement Ken Buchanan indicated they were unable to treat the roads during the 
nighttime hours because treatment would have been ineffective, but crews back at it 
early this morning getting things started.

Cut: snowupdate :36 CUE: 3, 4 in the morning

Schools in the area are closed today and the DeWitt County Courthouse has closed today
as well. 



>>Brush Pick-Up Program Resumes March 15

If you were one of the many residents that only got a few branches from those January 
and February storms picked up for City crews, the brush pick-up program ramps back up
later this month.

Monday night at the Clinton City Council meeting, Commissioner Ken Buchanan told 
the Council they will resume circling the community Monday, March 15 and for the first
month of pick-up, there will not be a size limit on the brush piles.

Cut: brushresumes :45 CUE: loads we'll pick up

Monday night the Council also heard from local veterans advocate Jeff Morlock on his 
new program, 'Battle Cross Crusaders'. We'll have more on his message to the Council 
later this week on Regional Radio News. In the meantime, find his new Facebook page 
to learn how to get involved. 



>>City Council Hears of Plans to Address ADA Compliance Issues on Webster Street 
Ramp

Center Street and Webster Street in Clinton offer a unique challenge in being compliant 
with ADA standards, a challenge that was a component of the recent million-and-a-half 
dollar project completed last fall.

Monday night at the Clinton City Council meeting, the Council heard about plans that 
are being mandated by the Illinois Department of Transportation. According to Public 
Works Director Steve Lobb, they have done their very best to meet the requirements 
however, that is a challenge because interpretations of the regulations can vary.

Cut: webstercenter1 1:28 CUE: 

According to Lobb, the City has been working closely with IDOT to address getting the 
area into compliance with ADA regulations. A response from IDOT about the 
compliance of plans to address the area was unacceptable to him.

Cut: webstercenter2 1:32 CUE: what they're going to do

Lobb notes because of federal dollars being used to pay for the project, the City cannot 
be reimbursed without approval from IDOT and this portion of the project needs to be 
taken care of to receive that approval.

Cut: webstercenter3 :57 CUE: get this project wrapped up

Engineers of the project Monday night indicated when they received the approval of the 
project the first time around, they believed they would be able to bypass that corner 
because they had provided a couple of alternate routes around it. 

The cost is estimated at $280,500. The Council will take up the plans at their first 
meeting in April. 



QUARTERLY ISSUES/PROGRAMS LIST

There follows a listing of significant issues responded to by station WHOW, Clinton, IL,
along with the most significant programming treatment of those issues for the period of 
January 1 to March 31.  The listing is by no means exhaustive.  The order in which these
stories appear does not reflect any priority or significance.

Description of
program segment

Program or
segment date

Time aired Duration Description of issue

County Government Jan. 22, 2021 7:09 am 10:00 DeWitt County Board Discusses 
Wind Farm Ordinances Changes

County Government Jan. 27, 2021 8:10 am 5:30 Rare Objection Made During 
Latest DeWitt County Board 
Meeting

County Government Jan. 28, 2021 12:09 pm 3:45 Health Department Director 
Updates DeWitt County Board on 
Vaccine Latest

County Government Feb. 19, 2021 4:18 pm 3:20 DeWitt County Board Hears on 
Lawsuits at Monthly Meeting

County Government March. 19, 
2021

 7:15 am 1:00 Thursday Night DeWitt County 
Board Meeting Postponed



>>DeWitt County Board Discusses Wind Farm Ordinances Changes

The DeWitt County Board spent a lengthy amount of time Thursday night during their 
virtual monthly meeting discussing wind farms.

A series of text amendment changes came up for approval dealing with issues from the 
lighting systems of the towers to issues surrounding drainage districts and flicker effect. 
Board Chair Terry Ferguson one of the text amendments deals with setback distances. 
Ferguson points out the issue died at the Zoning Board of Appeals and a 
recommendation from the State's Attorney concerned him in moving forward with it.

Cut: longassmeeting1 :38 CUE: changes again

Buck Carter expressed his desire for the vote to move the amendment forward but 
Ferguson says the Regional Planning Commission could still be adjusted. Aaron 
Kammeyer pointed out the ZBA did not take it up due to a technicality.

Cut: longassmeeting2 1:16 CUE: reviewed again

The motion to approve the text amendment for setback distance was approved.

Shadow flicker studies on residential structures would be required for its impact over a 
calendar year and would be required for special use permits. Ferguson points out this 
would be new language to the ordinance.

Cut: longassmeeting3 :51 CUE: from the ZBA

Input from Kammeyer, Dan Matthews, and Meghan Myers suggested the Board move 
forward with this ordinance change because it is not ideal for DeWitt County but it is 
better than what is in place.

Cut: longassmeeting4 2:17 CUE: process to improve

The shadow flicker study ordinance change was approved. 

Much discussion went into an ordinance change regarding drainage districts. Ferguson, 
reading the agreement, indicates it touches on road agreements and upgrades for 
impacted roads along with impacted drainage districts. He points out it received a 
positive recommendation from the ZBA.

Cut: longassmeeting5 1:16 CUE: pertinent to get passed



Ferguson's belief that drainage districts are a free-standing entity that has equal standing 
with the County townships and highway departments. He says this issue is very 
important because the current special use permit would crossover easements in DeWitt 
County drainage districts.

Cut: longassmeeting6 1:30 CUE: ahead of time

That understanding was met with resistance from State's Attorney Dan Markwell who 
indicates before construction, the wind farm, and the drainage districts have to agree 
before they receive their building permits. It is Markwell's contention the Board is 
giving veto power to an entity not even involved in the process.

Cut: longassmeeting7 :56 CUE: could get struck down

Additionally, Markwell points out there comes a point in the process where drainage 
districts are impacted by the building permits, otherwise, they are unimpacted and have 
not rights being violated.

Cut: longassmeeting8 1:10 CUE: my thought on it

Ferguson argued getting the drainage district agreement ahead of time would be more 
economical for them. Markwell says no rights are being impacted to go to court get 
ratified.

Cut: longassmeeting9 :48 CUE: to ratify it

Kammeyer questioned why this wouldn't be something that comes up during the special 
use permit application process because he believes it should be part of the process to 
protect the county have those drainage districts returned to the state they were before 
construction. Markwell contends this should not be a part of the special use permit 
process but rather the building permit process.

Cut: longassmeeting10 1:11 CUE: actual construction

The passage of the ordinance change was again approved.

Thursday night, the County Board also made a series of appointments to the Zoning 
Board of Appeals and the Regional Planning Commission:

>>Monica De Grauwe, Kevin Myers, and Moe Winstead were all appointed to the 
Regional Planning Commission.



>>Robert Walters was appointed to the DeWitt County Board of Review. 

Additionally, the County Board rejected participating in the Illinois Assist MCC 
Program. We'll have more on that next week on Regional Radio News.

Normally, DeWitt County Board Chair Terry Ferguson would join the WHOW Morning 
Show on Friday at 8:30 am, however, due to a medical procedure, Ferguson will be 
joining the show on Monday at 9 am. 



>>Rare Objection Made During Latest DeWitt County Board Meeting

An unusual objection was made during last Thursday night's DeWitt County Board 
meeting.

Paying county bills is usually a routine item of business that rarely turns into much 
discussion, however, last Thursday night, Board member Buck Carter objected to paying
the retainer on the County's labor attorney hoping to see an itemized list of his expenses.
Chairwoman of the County Board's finance committee, Melonie Tilley says this is a 
routine expense for the County and the labor attorney has saved the County money in 
the last year.

Cut: laborattorneydispute1 :44 CUE: payment this month

Carter cited uncertainty regarding what the attorney is handling that could be taken care 
of by the County's department heads. Tilley and Aaron Kammeyer both spoke up in 
defense of the bill saying the attorney has helped resolve many legal issues. Tilley 
specifically spoke to expenses not charged by their attorney.

Cut: laborattorneydispute2 :67 CUE: labor disputes

DeWitt County Board Chair Terry Ferguson says a department head handling an issue 
could result in costs much higher than the labor attorney. Carter objected to the $44,000 
bill without an itemized cost.

Cut: laborattorneydispute3 1:19 CUE: an itemized statement

DeWitt County Sheriff Mike Walker indicates the labor attorney offers a tremendous 
amount of expertise to not only the Sheriff's office but DeWitt County as a whole.

Cut: laborattorneydispute4 :68 CUE:

Carter withdrew the motion to withhold the retainer on the labor attorney but wanted an 
itemized statement of the services provided. The County Board approved paying all the 
bills. 



>>DeWitt/Piatt Bi-County Health Department Director Updates DeWitt County Board 
on Vaccine Latest

Last Thursday night, the DeWitt County Board heard from DeWitt/Piatt Bi-County 
Health Department Director Dave Remmert on the most recent developments regarding 
the COVID vaccine locally.

Remmert indicates sign-ups are available for getting vaccinated and they will begin 
mass vaccinations likely starting next week locally.

Cut: remmertboard1 1:11 CUE: link to sign up genius

Ex-DeWitt County Board Chair David Newberg applauded Remmert for the work done 
by him and his staff. Remmert says it shouldn't be too long and they'll be vaccinating 
around 500 to 1000 residents per week.

Cut: remmertboard2 1:19 CUE: looking forward to that

From the audience at the virtual meeting Thursday, a question was raised about residents
that had signed up already needing to sign up again. Remmert indicates they will need to
fill out the electronic sign up when it becomes available.

Cut: remmertboard3 :42 CUE: best solution

Concerns raised from County Board members also centered around the cost of the 
vaccine. Remmert stresses the vaccine would be free. Additionally, a question was raised
about the availability of the vaccine and Remmert did not see any reason they would not 
have enough vaccines to meet the needs of the public.

Next week's vaccine sign-ups are filled up but he points the public to their Facebook 
page for the latest link for the following week's sign-up list. SignUpGenius links will be 
posted weekly for available appointment slots after assessing the supply of vaccines and 
local staffing to administer the vaccine. He notes there has been an overwhelming 
demand for vaccination.  



>>DeWitt County Board Hears on Lawsuits at Monthly Meeting

At the monthly meeting of the DeWitt County Board Thursday night, the board heard 
several public comments regarding the Alta Farms II Special Use Permit.

One of the addressers was Richard Porter, a lawyer from Hinshaw & Culbertson LLP, 
who represents 82 DeWitt County residents in lawsuits against the County and Alta 
Farms II. He informed the Board on what his clients are seeking. The conversation 
became tense when State's Attorney Dan Markwell took exception to Porter offering his 
legal advise to the Board. 

Cut: febmeet1 1:10 Cue: turbine company

Land Use Committee Chairman Terry Ferguson reported the committee had interviewed 
sound study companies and will address a proposal at their next meeting. The Regional 
Planning Commission will review wind ordinances at their March meeting.

Cut: febmeet2 :59 Cue: March meeting

Also at the meeting, the County Board approved a motion to appraise 74 acres of timber 
at the marina. Ferguson noted this is the first step in determining what to do with the 
unused property.

Cut: febmeet3 :52 Cue: what we need to do

The Board also approved a contract with Chastain & Associates for the bid and 
construction of a new gas dock at the marina, appointed Charles Williams to the Merit 
Commission, and recognized the recent passing of David Torbert.



>>Thursday Night DeWitt County Board Meeting Postponed

A fire across the street from the DeWitt County Building that knocked power out for the 
area has resulted in a power outage at the building and tonight's DeWitt County Board 
meeting has been postponed.

DeWitt County Sheriff Mike Walker informed Regional Radio News of the development
earlier Thursday. The Courthouse portion of the building is without heat, power, and 
internet.

DeWitt County Board Chair Terry Ferguson and Administrator DeeDee Rentmeister will
decide when to reschedule the meeting for, likely next week.

The Thursday fire occurred around 11 am stemming from a downed tree and had 
components of both electrical and gas involvement. 



QUARTERLY ISSUES/PROGRAMS LIST

There follows a listing of significant issues responded to by station WHOW, Clinton, IL,
along with the most significant programming treatment of those issues for the period of 
January 1 to March 31.  The listing is by no means exhaustive.  The order in which these
stories appear does not reflect any priority or significance.

Description of
program segment

Program or
segment date

Time aired Duration Description of issue

Healthcare Jan. 5, 2021 4:13 pm 2:15 Warner Hospital Expecting Second 
Shipment of Vaccines Today

Healthcare Jan. 27, 2021 7:15 am 2:20 Mental Health Professional Hopes 
We'll Focus on Self-Care in 2021

Healthcare Feb. 12, 2021 8:13 AM 3:35 Health Director Discusses Expansion
of '1B' Vaccination Plans

Healthcare March 8 2021 12:\13 pm 3:05 Health Department Director 
Compares COVID To Spanish Flu 
Pandemic Course

Healthcare March 19, 2021 12:13 pm 2:15 Local Vaccine Interest Waning as 
More and More Get Vaccinated



>>Warner Hospital Expecting Second Shipment of Vaccines Today

The second round of the initial vaccinations should be arriving today for the staff at 
Warner Hospital inoculated in December.

Warner Hospital CEO Paul Skowron tells Regional Radio News, they anticipate those 
arriving today and will be the follow-up to the initial vaccines that were distributed in 
December.

Cut: nextvaccines1 :40 CUE: anything to complain about

According to Skowron, he is anticipating an acceleration of shipments of vaccines. 
While there has been talk of delaying some of these vaccines and their rollouts, he does 
not see things slowing down.

Cut: nextvaccines2 :31 CUE: their vaccine

Once the second dose of the initial vaccine is distributed this week, it will mark the first 
two rounds of vaccines to be complete locally. 



>>Mental Health Professional Hopes We'll Focus on Self-Care in 2021

Many had hoped 2021 would come with a normal feeling and less vitriol and conflict, 
however, through the first month, it feels as though that is not going to be the case.

Jessica Smiley with Heritage Behavioral Health Services indicates national and world 
events might still be impacting us and she is hopeful instead of focusing on events out of
our control, we'll turn to a more self-care model of focus this year.

Cut: selfcare211 :49 CUE: intellectual health

As we seek to focus on things we can control, Smiley emphasizes having self-
compassion and not being too hard on ourselves. She says not every day or every 
situation is going to go how we plan or hope.

Cut: selfcare212 :

It's ok to not be ok is a continuing message from mental health professionals and Smiley
continues to make this point as well. She not being happy or content all the time is ok 
and implores anyone battling elevated levels of depression or anxiety to seek out help.

Cut: selfcare213 :47 CUE: that you're going through

Getting some exercise is a great way to refresh your mind and your emotions. While it 
doesn't have to be a hard-hitting 45-minute session in the gym, Smiley says whatever 
you do, give yourself some grace in getting started.

Cut: selfcare214 1:10 CUE: overall health and wellness

Other tips for self-care from Smiley includes making sure there is time for that thing or 
things you love. She also notes, self-care is not for just people struggling with 
depression or anxiety, but for those among us, that may be struggling with a 
circumstance in our own lives. Smiley says when we are able to take care of ourselves, 
we are then able to care for those around us. 



Health Director Discusses Expansion of '1B' Vaccination Plans

Wednesday Illinois Governor JB Pritzker expanded the '1B' population guidance for 
COVID vaccinations. 

The guidance now includes anyone with underlying health conditions regardless of age 
or profession. DeWitt/Piatt Bi-County Health Department Director Dave Remmert tells 
Regional Radio News this will mean more people can now sign up locally to get the 
vaccine.

Cut: vaccineexpand1 1:16 CUE: one of those conditions

According to Remmert, the vaccination clinics that rotate between DeWitt and Piatt 
County each day have been going very smoothly. He credits his staff for creating a good 
system and the public for adjusting to the online registration for those clinics.

Cut: vaccineexpand2 1:15 CUE: cancel those appointments

Signup links are available today at dewittdailynews.com for both Piatt County and 
DeWitt County.



>>DeWitt/Piatt Bi-County Health Department Director Compares COVID To Spanish 
Flu Pandemic Course

As the COVID pandemic has worn on, a central Illinois health official has continued to 
compare and contrast the events of modern-day to the Spanish Flu of 1918.

Dave Remmert is the Director of the DeWitt/Piatt Bi-County and has been closely 
following the trends comparing COVID and the Spanish Flu. He explains the two are 
following a very similar pattern.

Cut: covidspanisflu1 :46 CUE: and this one

Remmert points out the Spanish Flu and COVID both fell off during the summer months
and then had a resurgence in the late fall and early winter. He hopes the rest of the trends
for COVID follow the Spanish Flu, which would be welcome news to everyone.

Cut: covidspanishflu2 :43 CUE: end of the summer

As the COVID vaccine rollout continues, things are becoming more efficient in 
Remmert's two-county area, especially as more vaccines are expected this week. He is 
thankful to all the healthcare workers that have stepped up to provide help during the 
process. 

Cut: covidspanishflu3 :47 CUE: for their help

The last few weeks, the Health Department has been informing the public of a shortage 
of vaccines after confusing with IDPH. This week it is anticipated more vaccines will 
arrive and Remmert is hopeful they will begin to return to their regular rates of 
vaccination, starting with those individuals that need second doses. 



>>Local Vaccine Interest Waning as More and More Get Vaccinated

Yesterday on Regional Radio News, we reported nearly one-in-three DeWitt County 
residents and one-in-two Piatt County residents have received the COVID vaccine.

While those are encouraging numbers and Governor Pritzker Thursday issued guidance 
for reopening Illinois based on a percentage of 65-and over getting vaccinated, interest 
locally is decreasing. Executive Director of the DeWitt/Piatt Bi-County Health 
Department Dave Remmert indicates as more people get vaccinated, interest is starting 
to drop-off.

Cut: vaccineslatest1 :55 CUE: rather than a bad sign

In late February and early March, the health department faced a vaccine shortage due to 
a mix-up with IDPH but Remmert indicates as they get their supply restocked and 
resume vaccinations for the first dose, they have posted a new 'Signupgenius' link to 
their website and Facebook page.

Cut: vaccineslastest2 :52 CUE: couple of different things

Remmert indicates at one point, Piatt County led the State of Illinois first-dose 
vaccinations. He believes things are moving in a positive direction.  



QUARTERLY ISSUES/PROGRAMS LIST

There follows a listing of significant issues responded to by station WHOW, Clinton, IL,
along with the most significant programming treatment of those issues for the period of 
January 1 to March 31.  The listing is by no means exhaustive.  The order in which these
stories appear does not reflect any priority or significance.

Description of
program segment

Program or
segment date

Time aired Duration Description of issue

Education Jan. 13, 2021 8:10 am 5:20 Clinton Schools Leader Concerned 
About COVID Situation in District

Education Jan. 30, 2021 8:15 am 1:30 Clinton Schools Superintendent 
Weighs In On Return of Sports

Education Feb. 6, 2021 4:15 pm 1:15 Clinton Schools Leader Watching 
Legislation in Springfield Regarding 
School Resource Officers

Education March 17, 
2021

7:15 am 6:45 Clinton BOE Deliberates on Allowing 
Students Back as COVID Declines

Education March 22, 
2021

12:10 pm 3:15 Clinton Junior High School Preparing 
for Summer Learning



>>Clinton Schools Leader Concerned About COVID Situation in District

Kids are less than two weeks back from Christmas break and the COVID situation is 
beginning to become an issue that could require action soon.

That's the message from Clinton Schools Superintendent Curt Nettles who, in a letter to 
families Tuesday, says they are watching the numbers of not only cases but close 
contacts who have to quarantine and indicates they are becoming concerned about 
staffing in their buildings.

Cut: clintoncovidconcerns1 1:16 CUE: can we manage

While the overall post-Christmas and post-New Year's spike hasn't happened yet 
statewide, Nettles is imploring the community to continue to be diligent in the 
precautions to take to allow them to stay in school.

Cut: clintoncovidconcerns2 1:18 CUE: then our businesses

While many in the community want an exact figure of cases or students quarantined to 
be established before the district goes to remote learning, Nettles has been hesitant to 
make those types of declarations. He also notes this situation is different because when 
staff is involved, it becomes a matter of if the district can continue to operate with 
certain staff members in quarantine.

Cut: clintoncovidconcerns3 :62 CUE: look at

Nettles plans to continue to be in communication with the community as it relates to any
decisions about school buildings closing down or things like that. He also notes on 
Friday, a new update will be released regarding COVID in the schools.

Nettles continues to be thankful for the encouragement and support he receives from the 
community and the positivity they are showing as the district navigates the pandemic 
into the second semester. 



>>Clinton Schools Superintendent Weighs In On Return of Sports

He doesn't know how or why things progressed so quickly but thankful is the word used 
by Clinton Schools Superintendent Curt Nettles discussing the return of high school 
sports.

Nettles says the transition from strict mitigations to having all sports back almost 
overnight was fast and as to why that happened, he's not sure but says he's thankful 
we're finally here.

Cut: nettlesonsports :60 CUE: huge step in the right direction

Nettles called the reaction to the news 'euphoric' and quickly the focus from the athletic 
department shifted to getting games, officials, and practice schedules all lined up. 



>>Clinton Schools Leader Watching Legislation in Springfield Regarding School 
Resource Officers

School Resource Officers, or SRO's, could be in danger of being not allowed in schools 
anymore if a measure is taken up in 2021. 

Clinton Schools Superintendent Curt Nettles indicates a piece of legislation in 
Springfield is on hold right now but could be taken up this year that would remove 
SRO's from the school setting.

Cut: nosros 1:16 CUE: in our school district

The measure has been tabled but could be brought back up at any time and Nettles says 
if it is indeed brought back up, he vows to be in Springfield to testify against the 
legislation. 



>>Clinton Board of Education Deliberates on Allowing Students Back as COVID 
Declines

COVID numbers both locally and statewide are diminishing. Governor JB Pritzker is 
said to be contemplating easing restrictions further as soon as this week. Tuesday night, 
the Clinton Board of Education discussed allowing students to return to the classroom 
early. 

The Board of Education allowed students to return from remote learning to in-person 
learning at the turn of the semester in January and have previously discussed allowing 
students to return ahead of that but no such action was taken.

The discussion came back up Tuesday night as Board Secretary Sondra Baker and Chris 
Hammer stated their case to the Board.

Cut: bringkidsback1 1:10 CUE: come in the classroom

Tammie Ennis agreed with Hammer about the perception of COVID now versus back in 
the fall. She believes even though there are only two-and-a-half months of the school 
year left, that is a big deal to a student.

Cut: bringkidsback2 :67 CUE:

But School Board President Dan Matthews balked at the idea of allowing kids back. 
While he agrees the best place for kids to be is in the classroom, he believes they need to
stick to the policy they put in place. He also points to Tuesday night's approval of 
summer school as a reason to stick to the policy.

Cut: bringkidsback3 2:20 CUE: stay the course

Other considerations brought up during the discussion were the uncertainty of the fall 
months when COVID began its second spike. Additionally, costs of the remote learning 
program have been paid for by the district for all students through each semester.

The Board of Education approved summer school plans for each building in the district 
Tuesday night. Last week, principals of each building joined the WHOW Morning Show
discussing their plans for summer school and we'll have more on those this week and 
next on Regional Radio News. 



>>Clinton Junior High School Preparing for Summer Learning

Plans are now in motion for getting Clinton students caught up over the summer for all 
the lost classroom instruction from the last 12 months and for those remote learners that 
will need extra work.

At Clinton Junior High School, the focus will be on students that are in jeopardy of 
repeating a level as well as students that teachers identify as needing more attention. 
Principal Jim Peck indicates there will be several variables when identifying students 
that will need that attention.

Cut: jrhighsummerschool1 :50 CUE: help out those students

According to Peck, there are students that have fallen behind in the last year. Assistant 
Principal Leslie Albee indicates at the same time, there are students that are doing just 
fine - if not thriving - in the remote setting. Peck points out, kids that who are in-person 
are definitely doing better.

Cut: jrhighsummerschool2 :

Students should be at a certain point in their development and academic progress, 
however, Peck points out the progress made this year has been a surprise for his 
teachers. 

Cut: jrhighsummerschool3 :60 CUE: whole year

Albees points out one of the biggest challenges for the junior high school student is time 
management, and that can be reflected in a student's ability to keep up in remote 
learning without guidance. Albee looks forward to having all students back eventually.

Last week, the Clinton Board of Education approved a three-year summer school 
program. 



QUARTERLY ISSUES/PROGRAMS LIST

There follows a listing of significant issues responded to by station WHOW, Clinton, IL,
along with the most significant programming treatment of those issues for the period of 
January 1 to March 31.  The listing is by no means exhaustive.  The order in which these
stories appear does not reflect any priority or significance.

Description of
program segment

Program or
segment date

Time aired Duration Description of issue

Economic 
Development

Jan. 4, 2021 7:13 am 3:45 DCDC Implementing Micro-Grant 
Program

Economic 
Development

Jan. 15, 2021 4:15 pm 2:00 Clinton Fashion Store Owner 
Relocates

Economic 
Development

Feb. 10, 2021 8:13 am 4:30 Development Council Exploring 
Possible Partnership With ISU For 
Executive Director Position

Economic 
Development

Feb. 26, 2021 2:03 pm 4:40 Encore Developmental Services 
Glad to Start Seeing More Residents
Returning; Seeing An Increase in 
First Time Clients

Economic 
Development

March 8, 2021 7:15 am 5:30 DCDC Business Spotlight: 
Workforce Investment Solutions



>>DCDC Implementing Micro-Grant Program

The DeWitt County Development Council wants to help area businesses fund projects 
that were put off in 2020.

DCDC Board President David Torbert indicates DCDC will be implementing a micro-
grant program to assist DeWitt County businesses in undertaking projects that will 
benefit their practice and the community.

Cut: dcdcgrants1 :48 Cue: keep plugging along

Torbert says the application is currently available on DCDC's website. The deadline to 
apply is February 8.

Cut: dcdcgrants2 :59 Cue: award from there

DCDC will award $10,000 in total. Torbert notes the board may increase the amount the 
next time around once they get an idea of what the need is.

Cut: dcdcgrants3 :35 Cue: go from there

Torbert says while many feel economic development is bringing in new businesses to 
the community, he implores the need to help existing businesses to ensure they have 
continued success.

Cut: dcdcgrants4 :46 Cue: continue to be successful

The application for the micro-grants can be found online at www.dcdc-illinois.net. For 
more information, email, or message DCDC on social media.



>>Clinton Fashion Store Owner Relocates

A Clinton business owner has relocated and a ribbon-cutting ceremony was held Friday 
morning to celebrate the new location.

Grace Rodriguez owns Grace La Boutique and recently relocated to 213 East Main 
Street, just a few storefronts from her location she opened last year. She says her 
business started online and she has since opened a brick and mortar location offering 
fashions you won't find in the typical department stores for women of all sizes. 

Cut: gracelaboutique1 :61 CUE: find anywhere else

You can also gracelaboutique2021.square.site or you can find 'Grace La Boutique' on 
Facebook. You can also call 217-871-5578. The store offers curbside pick up and 
delivery. 

The store is open Monday through Saturday from 10 am to 5:30 pm and Sundays from 1
pm to 5 pm.



>>DeWitt County Development Council Exploring Possible Partnership With ISU For 
Executive Director Position

The DeWitt County Development Council has been looking for a new Executive 
Director for several months and recently began exploring the possibility of partnering 
with a local university to help fill that position.

Board President David Torbert indicates they have inquired with Illinois State University
about a possible partnership through one of their programs to offer a graduate student an 
internship with the DCDC.

Cut: dcdcexecdir1 :43 CUE: for its graduate students

According to Torbert, a lot of those students have a lot of business experience already. 
He hopes with the experience a potential match would bring could help not only the 
DCDC grow but also the community.

Cut: dcdcexecdir2 :

Being a part of this program would be a financial commitment for the DCDC, however, 
Torbert sees the benefits of being a part of this as far greater than the costs. Once the 
fellowship is over for the student, Torbert hopes it could parlay itself into them finding a 
permanent executive director.

Cut: dcdcexecdir3 :

Torbert indicates they will send off their application for the fellowship program in the 
days ahead. If the DCDC finds a match, the program would be for 11 months and 
Torbert says while it seems like a while away, it will go by quickly and a lot will happen.



>>Encore Developmental Services Glad to Start Seeing More Residents Returning; 
Seeing An Increase in First Time Clients

Encore Developmental Services in DeWitt County is glad to have their clients returning 
its Executive Director says they are also seeing an increase in first-time clients.

On the WHOW Morning Show Thursday, Stephanie Coonce indicates they are starting 
to get more and more of their clients back. She says things are going well so far.

Cut: encoreback1 :65 CUE: store is going well

Many clients are returning to Encore for the first time in months after having spent the 
better part of a year in isolation due to COVID. According to Coonce, that isolation and 
its impacts have varied from individual to individual.

Cut: encoreback2 :52 CUE: it can be really hard

The evolution of Encore's facility on Route 10 on the east side of the community 
continues. Coonce indicates because they are seeing an increase in clients, they are 
having to add barriers and other things to make sure they keep everyone safe.

Cut: encoreback3 1:19 CUE: putting up things

Between CARES funding a federal grant, Encore can make cosmetic changes to its 
facility but Coonce also notes the mitigation requirements are also creating staffing 
challenges. She notes they are needing additional staff with all the requirements on 
them.

Cut: encoreback4 :41 CUE: so that's an advantage

According to Coonce, none of their clients have had COVID to this point and she credits
that to the diligence in keeping their facility clean but also to those individuals for 
following the protocols and mitigations in the last year despite the challenges it has 
brought to bear. 



>>DCDC Business Spotlight: Workforce Investment Solutions

If you are an employer in DeWitt or Macon counties needing funding to train 
employees, then Workforce Investment Solutions can help.

Larry Peterson with Workforce Investment Solutions indicates Workforce awards grants 
to employers to help cover the costs of training their existing employees. He gives an 
example of a payroll office they were able to help. 

Cut: workforcegrant1 :55 Cue: employees and employers

Peterson says job training is even more critical now to be successful due to everchanging
technology and industry standards. He notes employees who show initiative and want to 
be trained are more likely to be retained.

Cut: workforcegrant2 :63 Cue: employer

Workforce Investment Solutions has a condition on the grant that for the cost to be 
covered, the employer must pay their employees during the training. Peterson says there 
is no limit on the cost of the training.

Cut: workforcegrant3 :50 Cue: win-win situation

Peterson notes while some employers may be hesitant about having to pay for the 
training upfront, it is worth the investment. He says the grant is to enable Illinois 
companies and employees to remain in the state and be able to compete with other 
companies out of state.

Cut: workforcegrant4 :58 Cue: on the payroll

To learn more about the grant, contact Workforce Investment Solutions at (217) 875-
8751, or visit worknetdecatur.org.


